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completed and then use the points to buy new trucks and other equipment. Players can increase the level of their trucks
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Wheels of Steel: Extreme Trucker 18 Wheels of Steel: Extreme Trucker is a racing game set in a very extreme
environment where everything around you is extremely dirty. There are no cars, just trucks. The trucks are free to drive
as they come with very limited performance, but the game does not intend you to drive like that. You need to balance
speed and load, but the demands are very extreme. A lot of penalties can occur if you are too slow or your load is to
heavy. Dirt and rocks are blocking your way as you race through the desert and forests of California. Silt and gravel
reduce your power and prevent you to steer, while big rocks can damage your engine. So it is essential that you have to
know all the rules of the game, and the most important one is that you need to have good sand tires that can withstand
all the dirt and debris. The game play is extremely smooth and easy to control. It is the best truck simulation of all time.
There are four types of truck to pick from. The Jeep is the most basic truck in the game. It has only an engine and
needs a lot of space and time to reach its top speed. The Fuel truck is a bit better and you can move it with the gasoline.
The most important thing about the Fuel truck is that it is more agile and it can move on top of the terrain. The front
wheel drive truck is best for hauling. It has suspension and drive from the front wheels, which is more stable in the air
than the other trucks. The Rescue Vehicle is equipped with more advanced engines and a lot of safety features. The
year is 1947 and a lot of trucks are used for military purpose. But as time passes, civilians decide to use the Truck
Force and the civil war begins. The winner will be the player who manages to beat the maximum number of enemies
before the time runs out. There are fifty levels, 82138339de
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